
Zylpha’s New Adobe Sign For iManage
Integration Delivers Seamlessly Simple and
Secure eSignatures

Zylpha’s new Adobe Sign integration for

iManage10 allows users to send single or

multiple documents for eSignature, directly from within their iManage system.

SOUUTHAMPTON, HANTS, UK, August 24, 2021 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Progress updates are
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provided back to the user in real-time, with signed

documents automatically saved directly back into iManage.

The seamlessly simple Adobe Sign system greatly reduces

client response times from days to minutes and eliminates

the risk of documents being lost in the post or mis-

delivered. 

Zylpha’s new Adobe Sign for iManage is a complete

integration, which means that users are not redirected to a

separate website – rather, they always remain working

within iManage10. This means that the solution is able to

provide far more flexibility around existing processes whilst maintaining document integrity. The

integration works with both hosted and on-premise iManage solutions. 

Of particular note is the system’s speed and simplicity. iManage10 users simply choose a

document (or documents) within a workspace and with a single right-click select ‘send for

signature’. This brings up a range of options such as the creation of ‘accompanying messages’ or

‘defining the levels of access and security’ before the documents are sent to the client. When the

client has signed/completed the documentation, the files are then automatically filed back into

the workspace in iManage. This is particularly useful for teams, whereby one person can send

the file, but anyone can work on it when it is returned. 

Getting started with Zylpha’s Adobe Sign for iManage integration is straightforward too, meaning

that new users can be up-and-running in a timely and efficient manner. The system’s simple user

friendly interface is easy for users to understand and enables them feel confident when using

it.

http://www.einpresswire.com


Zylpha's Adobe Sign Integration For iManage10

Commenting on the launch Zylpha’s

CEO Tim Long said; “Our new Adobe

Sign integration for iManage10 is just

one way that Zylpha is committed to

making lawyers’ lives easier through

the smarter use of technology. No

longer should clients be left waiting on

the vagaries of the postal service, or

solicitors be concerned as to whether

documents have arrived. Our initial

research suggests that demand from

iManage users will be extremely

healthy, so we look forward to making

a real difference with these practices.”

A video introduction to the new

product can be viewed here:

https://exchange.adobe.com/documen

tcloud.details.103682.adobe-sign-for-

imanage.html
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About Zylpha  www.zylpha.com 

Headquartered in Southampton, Zylpha is an innovative specialist offering tools for the legal

profession including:

*    Secure electronic document production and delivery.

*    Court Bundling.

*    Integration with the MOJ Portal and Land Registry Business Gateway.

*    Links to agencies for AML and Identity Verification.

The company, which was founded by Tim Long its CEO, has won widespread acclaim in both the

legal and local government sectors for its systems, which transform secure communications for

court and case management bundles.

For more information, please contact:

Miranda Evans

Zylpha Ltd. 

T: 01962 658881

E: m.evans@zylpha.com
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